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Our cranes could be generally classified into three categories: gantry cranes, bridge cranes and jib cranes.

Gantry Crane

Our gantry cranes offer the most cost effective lifting portability  for handling the considerably wide range of loads. They

are successfully applied across many industries.

Features

1. Fine welded crane girder is designed according to proven crane geometry structure, resulting in high rigidity.

2. Optimized travel characteristics and ergonomic operating elements.

3. Easy operation, low cost, and safety of load handling 

Main technical parameters of Gantry Crane

Lifting capacity Maximum 50 ton

Span Maximum 35 m

Available types Fixed, adjustable or customized

Additional variations of Gantry Crane

1. Container gantry crane

2. Rubber tire gantry crane

3. A frame gantry crane

4. Semi gantry crane

5. Rolling gantry crane

Bridge Crane

Our quality-built bridge crane has high lifting capacity, and could  meet all requirements of durability, flexibility and

efficiency that are needed in a variety of complex applications 

Features

1. Dependable and versatile

2. Easy assembly and disassembly

3. We could provide customized cranes to fit all individual requirements.

Main technical parameters of Bridge Crane

Lifting capacity Maximum 50 ton

Span Maximum 31.5 m

Available types Top running Under running

Single girder, double girder Single girder, double girder

Additional variations of Bridge Crane

1. Free standing bridge crane

2. Ceiling mounted bridge crane

Jib Crane

Our jib crane is a perfect material handling equipment with maximum  space utilization. It has large loading capacities, and

able to offer an extensive range of installation options. 

Features

1. Provide supplemental lifting coverage with a full 360° access.

2. Jib cranes could be freely installed at an extensively large place.

3. Economically move materials around.

4. Multiple lifting devices available

Main technical parameters of Jib Crane

Lifting capacity Maximum 5 ton

Span Maximum  10 m

Additional variations of Jib Crane 

1. Free standing jib crane

2. Wall mounted jib crane

3. Mast type jib crane

4. Articulating jib crane

5. Work station jib crane

6. Special application jib crane
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RONGAN is a professional manufacturer and supplier of gantry crane,  bridge crane and jib crane, based in China. With

decades experience in  material processing and handling equipment, we fully understand how to  provide superior quality

cranes with more safety features and excellence  in performance. In RONGAN, our whole manufacturing processes are 

designed to give the best quality and satisfaction to our customers.

For more specific information, we welcome you to send us your detailed requirements.
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